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SUMMARY4

Scope: This routine resident inspection involved 275 resident inspector-hours on
site in the areas of plant operation, surveillance observation, maintenance
observation, licensee event reports, information notices, operating experience*

feedback program, plant trips, preparation for refueling, plant shutdown, control
cable damage, and spent fuel storage racks.

Results: Of the 11 areas inspected, no items of noncompliance were identified in '

,

;nine areas; one apparent violation was found in each of. two areas (failure to
control activities, paragraph 14; and failure to properly establish and maintain
procedures, paragraph 7).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

*C. M. Wethy, Plant Manager
J. H. Barrow, Operations Superintendent4

| T. A. Dillard, Maintenance Superintendent
: D. A. Sager, Operations Supervisor
i *N. G. Roos, Quality Control Supervisor

R. J. Frechette, Chemistry Supervisor
C. F. Leppla, Instrument and Control Supervisor
P. L. Fincher, Training Supervisor
R. R. Jennings, Technical Department Supervisor
C. A. Pell, Reactor Engineering Supervisor
H. F. Buchanan, Health Physics Supervisor .

'J. Barrow, Fire Prevention Coordinator
*G. Regal, Assistant Plant Superintendent-Electrical
*J. Walls, Quality Control Engineer

Other licensee employees contacted included nuclear plant supervisors,
assistant nuclear plant supervisors, construction craftsmen, technicians,

,
operators, shift technical advisors, security force members, and office
personnel.

i * Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interv ewi

The resident inspectors attended entrance and exit interviews conducted
during the inspection period by Region II inspectors W. Ross and D. Falconer
and by NRR team leader J. Hayes.

:

The resident inspectors also conducted interim interviews with licensee
management during the inspection period and held an exit interview at the.

conclusion of the inspection. The inspector discussed the scope of the
inspection and his findings with the licensee.

.

.

Persons indicated with an asterisk (*) in paragraph I above attended 'one or
more of interviews.

3. General

An NRR team arrived onsite August 21 to conduct an assessment of. control
room habitability, and was accompanied by the NRR Project Manager,
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-4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve noncompliance or
deviations. One unresolved item found during this inspection involves the
operational experience feedback program and is discussed in detail in
paragraph 11.

5. Reactor Trips

a. Unit 1

On August 23, 1984, Unit 1 tripped while operating at 100% power. The
trip occurred during reactor protective system (RPS) logic testing.
The licensee was able to intermittently reproduce the failure,
indicating that it was caused by either the test switch or the associ-
ated relay. The licensee replaced both components prior to restart.

The inspectors observed operator response, troubleshooting of the RPS
system, and portions of the maintenance activities during repair of the
system. Repairs were completed and the plant was back on line later
that night. The inspector confirmed that the licensee notified NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.72.

b. Unit 2

On August 30,1984, Unit 2 tripped from approximately 100% power. The
trip was due to loss of feedwater (FW) caused by a relay failure during
auxiliary feedwater actuation system (AFAS) surveillance test. All
systems responded normally. Identification of the cause of the FW
valve closure could not be immediately verified because the sequence of
events recorder failed. Repeat of the AFAS surveillance did duplicate
the trip signal, apparently caused by a relay failure.

Restart was delayed until September 9 because of jellyfish in the
intake canal (paragraph 6),

c. Unit 1

On September 14, 1984, Unit 1 tripped from approximately 30% power.
The trip was initiated by manual actuation of turbine trip. The
turbine was tripped because an influx of jellyfish forced a loss of
condenser cooling when a second intake screen shear pin failed. The
inspector observed operator response, confirmed that LCOs were main-
tained, that shutdown cooling temperatures were normal, and that the
licensee notified NRC promptly in:accordance with 10 CFR 50.72. The
inspector also observed preparations for restart after repairs to the
screens were completed. '
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6. Jellyfish Damage to Intake Screens and Pumps

At about 2330 on August 30, 1984, Unit 1 began to reduce power because
jellyfish were plugging the condenser cooling intake screens. At 0430 on
August 31, the unit was taken off line as damage to two screens and a screen
wash pump had occurred when Jellyfish accumulation continued to increase.

Some damage to Unit 2 intake screens had occurred prior to the reactor trip
on August 30. The licensee applied major efforts to restore intake screen
systems on both units. Unit I reactor remained in hot standby during
repairs. Unit I was ' back on line on September 1 for about nine hours,
limited to 30% power by a turbine vibration. After turbine balancing was
completed, the unit could not be put back on line, as jellyfish problems
persisted.

Licensee investigation of the problem included observation of the extent of
jellyfish in the ocean and intake canal by frequent power boat and heli-
copter patrols, confirming that there appeared to be a vast number of
organisms. Efforts to prevent them from fouling the intake screens included
modifying each screen to improve the ability to remove the jellyfish;
manually removing accumulations on the trash barrier; -using the installed
trash rake and forks; netting a portion of the intake canal; and installing
a compressed air bubbler and net across the intake canal.

By Friday afternoon, September 7, the jellyfish population at Unit- 1 intake
had sufficiently decreased to allow restart. Unit I was back on line at
approximately 1540. Repairs to Unit 2 intake screens continued. On Sunday,
September 9, the repairs were sufficiently complete to allow Unit 2 restart.
The unit was back on line at approximately 1445. The number of jellyfish in
the intakes had decreased sufficiently to allow the modified intake screens
to maintain adequate flow of water.to the circulating water pumps.

The licensee continued to closely monitor the status of jellyfish in the
ocean and in the intake canal to determine what additional preventive
measures could be implemented. Nets were placed around the ocean intakes in
addition to the net across the intake canal. However, on Friday,
September 14, jellyfish again began to plug the Unit 1 59reens. The
licensee reduced power to about 30% but could not prevent loading the
screens to the point that high differential pressure on the scrsens required
shutdown. The unit was shutdown from about 0945 to 2245, when th*ee screens
were declared operable. The inspector observed preparations for approach to
criticality after the screens had been repaired. Repair and replacement of
screens is continuing, as normal operation can be continued with one screen
out of service on each unit.
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7. Preparation for Refueling

The following approved Unit 2 procedures were reviewed for technical
adequacy in preparation for the upcoming refueling outage in October:

Procedure
Number Rev. Title

2-0030127 8 Reactor Plant Cooldown - Hot Standby to
Cold Shutdown

2-0030128 1 Reactor Shutdown

2-0030221 0 Unit 2 Initial Criticality Following
Refueling

2-0110022 1 Coupling and Uncoupling of CEA Extension
Shafts

2-1300051 0 Local Leak Rate Testing

2-1600023 2 Refueling Sequencing Guidelines

2-1600024 1 Filling and Draining the Refueling
Canal and Cavity

2-1610020 5 Receipt and Handling of New Fuel

2-1630021 1 New Fuel Elevator Operation

2-1630022 1 Spent Fuel Handling Machine Operation

2-1630024 1 Refueling Machine Operation

2-1630028 3 New Fuel Handling Crane Operation

2-0110060 6 Periodic Maintenance of CEA Drive
Equipment and Switchgear

2-M-0036 1 Reactor Vessel Maintenance - Sequence
of Operations

2-M-0040 0 Inspection of Hydraulic and Mechanical
Seismic Restraints

Numerous errors were found in these procedures of which the most notable was
the mis-identification of the refueling water tank outlet valves in
OP 2-1600024. They were identified as MV-07-2A and 28, which are the
containment spray header suction valves from the containment sump. In all,
about 20 mis-identification errors were fcund. Corrections are being
incorporated into new revisions.
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The discrepancies noted above are examples of a failure to properly estab-
lish and maintain procedures for assuring that activities important to
safety are satisfactorily accomplished. This constitutes a violation
(389/84-27-01).

8. Operational Safety Verification

The inspector observed control room operations, reviewed applicable logs and
conducted discussions with control room operators durin9 the report period.
The inspector verified the operability of selected emergency systems,
reviewed tagout records, and verified proper return to service of affected

and tu bine buildings werecomponents. Tours of the reactor, auxiliary, r
conducted to observe plant equipment conditions, including potential fire
hazards, fluid leaks, and excessive vibrations and to verify that mainte-
nance requests had been initiated for equipment in need of maintenance. The
inspector, by observation and direct interview, verified that the physical
security plan was being implemented in accordance with the station security
plan.

9. Surveillance Observation

During the inspection period, the inspector verified plant operations in
compliance with at least 16 different technical specifications (TS) require-
ments. Typical of these -were confirmation of compliance with the TS for
reactor coolant chemistry, refueling water tank, containment pressure,
control room ventilation and AC and DC electrical sources. The inspector
verified that testing was performed in accordance with adequate procedures,
test instrumentation was calibrated, limiting conditions for operation were
met, removal and restoration of the affected components were accomplished,
tests results met requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than the
individual directing the test, and that any deficiencies identified during
the testing were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate management'
personnel.

Portions of the following surveillance procedures were observed by the
inspector during their performance:

2-1400052, Rev. 5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Channel
Functional Test

2-1220050, Rev. 3 Safety Channel Quarterly Calibration

2-0110050, Rev. 4 Control Element Assembly (CEA) Periodic
Exercise

PWO-6460 CEA Upper Gripper V)ltage Weekly Check

2-0410050, Rev. 5 High Pressure Safety Injection Periodic Test

.
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10. Maintenance Observation

Station maintenance activities of selected safety-related systems and
components were observed / reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted in
accordance with requirements. The following items were considered during
this re' view: the limiting conditions for operations were met, activities
were accomplished using approved procedures, functional testing and/or
calibrations were performed prior to returning components or systems to
service; quality control records were maintained; activities were accom-
plished by qualified personnel; parts and materials used were properly
certified; and radiological controls were implemented as required. Work
requests were reviewed to determine status of outstanding jobs and to assure
that priority is assigned to safety-related equipment maintenance which may
affect system performance.

The following maintenance items were observed by the inspector during their
performance:

a. PC/M 002-284 - Replacement of D/G Normal / Isolate Switch

b. Intake Screen and Structure Repairs for Damage Caused By Jellyfish,
Placement of Nets, and Removal of Jellyfish From Intake Structures.

c. PN0 No. 5186 Repair of Cable No. 20957 B-SA. The inspector observed
electricians preparing to splice the control cable and a portion of
testing to verify that repairs were effective. The tests were
conducted using approved procedures. Logic tests identified a splicing
error. Subsequent resplice and testing confirmed that the repair was
sati sfactory. The 28 D/G was demonstrated to be operable by performing
the monthly surveillance test. The maintenance error delayed return of
the 2A D/G to service for several hours, however, no LC0 conditions
were exceeded.

11. Operating Experience Feedback Program

In response to NUREG 0737, Action Item I.C.5, FP&L incorporated I&E Bulle-
tins, Circulars, Information Notices, and other industry publications into
their feedback of operating experience (F0P) procedure AP-0005724. In
particular, tracking of information notices was formally initiated by the
technical staff in response to a General Office letter, PNS-LI-84-48/2 of
February 10, 1984, which established an FOP report number for each informa-
tion notice. This system tracked well until IE Notice 84-33, where it seems
to have stopped. The last notice logged is 84-32, received May 19, 1984.
IE Notices up through 84-69 dated August 29, 1984, have since been issued.

The inspector noted that previously the QC department had received, routed,
and tracked Information Notices. Upon checking, the inspector found that QC
was continuing to receive and route notices, but was not now tracking them.
All notices up through 84-69 had been received and routed to appropriate
management personnel by the QC department.
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This continued routing of notices by QC is redundant to the technical
staff's function which, however, appears to have stalled. This will be
followed up in subsequent-inspections and is considered to be an Unresolved
Item (335/84-25-01).

12. Licensee Event Reports Review

The following LERs were reviewed to verify that reporting requirements had
been met, causes had been identified, corrective actions appeared appro-
priate, generic applicability had been considered, and the LER forms were
complete. Additionally, for those reports identified by an asterisk, a more
detailed review was performed to verify that the licensee had reviewed the
events, corrective action had been taken, no unreviewed safety questions were
involved, and violations of regulations or Technical Specification condi-
tions had been identified.

Unit 1

LER No. Subject

*84-01 Undervoltage Relaying of 480V Busses

*84-02 Complete S/G Tube Eddy Current Surveillance

*84-03 Reactor Trip

*84-04 Shield Building Exhaust Fan Dampers Out of
Adjustment

*84-05 Main Steam Isolation Valve / Reactor Trip

A detailed review of the above LERs revealed several deviations from the
guidance given in NUREG 1022 of September 1983 and Supplement I of
February 1984. This appeared to result from lack of understanding and/or
training of technical staff personnel preparing the LERs. The deviations
were primarily editorial. Discussions with supervisors indicated that
additional instructions and staff discussions had been initiated to improve
the quality of future reports.

13. IE Information Notices

The following IE Information Notices were reviewed to ensure their receipt,
review by appropriate management and appropriate action taken.

No. Subject

83-81 Entry into high radiation areas from areas which
are not under direct surveillance

83-82 Failure of safety / relief valves to open at
BWR-Final Report

.
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83-83 Use of portable radio transmitters inside nuclear
power plants

83-84 Cracked and broken piston rods in Brown-Bovery
electric type SHK breakers

IE Information Notices 84-01 through 84-21 were reviewed for receipt and
routing to appropriate management. Action taken will be addressed in future
reports.

14. Control Cable Cut By Construction Personnel Removing Flamastic from Cable
Tray Fire Barrier

a. Sequence of Events

A design change to provide a safety assessment system (SAS) in Unit 2
required routing many cables from the control cabinets to the SAS
cabinets. This required opening space in cable drops below the control
cabinets that were sealed with flamastic. At about 2223 on August 20,
1984, Unit 2 was operating at 100% power when Unit 2 operators observed
annunciation of a momentary ground on the "A" and "AB" DC Buses,
followed by a start of the 2A diesel generator (DG). Immediate
investigation determined that workmen removing flamastic from a fire
barrier under the safeguards "A" actuation cabinet had inadvertently
severed a control cable.

The licensee declared the 2A diesel generator inoperable and initiated
the required surveillance procedures on the redundant system placing
the unit in a 72 hour action statement. It was determined that the
severed cable provided the automatic start signal to the 2A DG. The DG
could be started manually from the control room in addition to local
start control.

A temporary repair was effectively implemented by splicing the cable,
using an approved repair procedure. The need to make a design change
during the next refueling outage was identified, the temporary repairs
were completed and the 2A DG was returned to service within the 72 hour
allowable limit.

The inspectors monitored repairs, operability testing, return to
operable status and had no further questions.

b. Safety Implications

The cable damage was immediately identified because the 2A DG started.
Other control cables in the fire barrier penetration provide signals to
engineered safety function (ESF) components, however, all are associ-
ated with the "A" train, so could not affect the redundant train
operability if more than one cable was damaged. The licensee had
restricted work to only one safeguard's cabinet at a time.

_
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c. Actions to Prevent Recurrence

The licensee immediately suspended all work on fire barrier penetration
until assured that the work would be controlled to prevent recurrence
because installation of the flamastic covers specific location of
cables within each cable drop, it is not possible to safely remove the
flamastic without implementing strict control over the work. The
contractor had provided only minimal written guidance prior to the
event, had given workers verbal instructions and cautions, but did not
require close supervision. As the worker who had cut the cable had
violated his instructions by using a hole saw, his employment was
terminated. The contractor provided a detailed instruction providing
specific procedures and cautions and directed that a supervisor be
assigned to and be present in the control room to supervise work and
communicate status to the Nuclear Plant Supervisor (NPS). Even with
these precautions, another cable was damaged, so the licensee has
suspended all work pending additional engineering evaluation to resolve
the problem.

d. Regulatory Requirements

The licensee's Quality Assurance Program (QAP), paragraph 2.2.3
requires, in part, that control over activities affecting the quality
of safety related structures, systems, and components shall be
consistent with their importance to safety. Such control shall include
use of appropriate equipment, establishment of suitable environmental
conditions, and assurance that all prerequisites for a given activity
have been satisfied.

The procedures and supervision controlling removal of flamastic from
the fire barrier were not sufficient to prevent damage to safety
related cables. This is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, as
implemented by the licensee's QAP (389/84-27-02).

15. Spent Fuel Storage Racks, Unit 2

The inspectors reviewed portions of the licensee's design control package,
PC/M 036-283, High Density Spent Fuel Racks. This included confirming that
the licensee had completed a safety evaluation of the change and had
submitted a request for change to TS.

As the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) has not contained any spent fuel, the
licensee has been able to perform all work on the new racks in a dry pool.
The inspectors confirmed that the licensee established mntrols for
handling, storage, and cleanliness, and provided quality control of activi-
ties involving rigging, proper location placing, dimensional checks, and
final clearance checks.

The inspectors observed the fuel racks in storage, being moved into the SFP
and installation of protective covers after placement. The inspector noted
that the licensee had identified a nonconformance in handling a spent fuel
rack causing minor distortion. The inspector will review resolution of
nonconformance items in a later inspection report (IFI 389/84-27-03).


